
Adventures

It's Not About Touring,
It's About Experience in
Responsible Ways



We are the In-Destination Management
Company based in Northern Italy providing a
wide range of onsite services including tours,
activities, transportation & local experiences.

We operate with different brands, each team
is focused on different targets, but with the
same vision:

it’s not about touring, it’s about experience
in responsible ways

Ways
Experience with the locals

Who We Are

Brand
Manifesto



Hungry for Adventures?

Italian Vibes Combined with
Tailor-made Food & Wine

Experiences

Ways Adventures is a brand of Ways that
creates 100% tailor-made exclusive Travel
Experiences.

We are a team of passionate on-site travel
specialists who hand-customize Adventures
for solo travelers, couples, families and groups
with the focus on food and wine high-end and
local experiences. 



Industry experts
since 2011 we bring to life

Italy’s culture and beauty

Local leaders
we show you our home in

unexpected and innovative ways

Responsible travelers
we tell the present story

to sustain the future 

Foodies and wine lovers
we hand-pick

our favorite bits

Travel mentors
we inspire and engage

with lasting memories 

Ways
can make the difference

Why Ways Adventures

Make travel a force for good:
when you set out for your journey with us,
you choose to create a positive impact on
local communities, environment and people.

GSTC Sustainability Certification by



Venice &
Prosecco Hills

Verona 
& Valpolicella

Milan &
Lake Como

Piedmont &
Langhe

Lake Garda

Our Bucket-list
Destinations for their
Food and Wine Scene
(and far beyond)

Explore by Destination

Italy is a multi-faceted country and has so
much to offer.
We are ready to guide you in every Italian
destination! 

The Dolomites



Venice and
Prosecco Hills Lake Garda Dolomites Milan

and Lake Como
Piedmont

and Langhe Unexpected Italy



Anytime, anywhere
with whoever you want
and for as long as you
want.

Explore by Adventures

We craft Multi-day tours that celebrate
every passion and expectation.
Our offer consist of 4 different types of
adventure to suit all tastes! 

Gourmet Getaways Foodie Vacations

Accommodation Specialty Beyond the Wine Experience



Explore by Adventure

Gourmet Getaways

Gourmet Getaways is the perfect solution if you have
few time to live an immersive adventure!
We plan three- or four-day flings to feast on the riches
of our foodie destinations. 



Embrace the scenery, food and local life of Italy on a
longer stay. Hop between different Italian cities, explore
the countryside life, lush food and wine stop-offs.
Join a Foodie Vacation Adventure!

Explore by Adventure

Foodie Vacations



A Special Accommodation can bring you to the local
heart of a destination. Stay in exclusive villas, live it up
in a charming castle, enjoy the outdoor life of a
glamping or sleep in carved barrels in the vineyard:
every memorable lodging experience can tuck you into
the food and wine landscape of a region for a once-in-
a-lifetime vacation. 

Explore by Adventure

Accommodation
Specialty



Italy has to much to offer beyond the Wine Experience!
We are going all in on Italy with a collection of culturally
rich trips: from wine-tasting to exploring centuries-old
cities, this adventures showcase the best of cultural
and artistic legacy in Italy.

Explore by Adventure

Beyond
the Wine Experience



Dolomites
Alpine cuisine
in fairy-tale mountain huts

Get Inspired by our Proposal

Imagine yourself on a summit at sunset: a rewarding
hiking day behind you and the starry night longing to
come. Let your gaze wander along the pristine
mountain ranges that open up at the horizon.

Listen to the clanging cowbells echo across meadows
and live a foodie experience in one of the secluded
mountain huts.

The traditional cuisine is a mélange of cultures coming
from the North: don’t miss casunzei (ravioli stuffed with
spinach or pumpkin) and warm apple strudel with
cream.



+5.000
Trusted Reviews

4.9 average rate

Proud Partner of the
Leading Travel Industry

As Featured in



Verona, Veneto, Italy

Vicolo Carmelitani Scalzi 14B

+39 045 5701561

info@waystours.com

www.ways.tours

Adventures

@waystours.italy

https://www.instagram.com/waystours.italy/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y%3D
https://www.facebook.com/waystours.italy
https://it.linkedin.com/company/waystours

